ANNOUNCEMENT

According to Greek legislation, the Foundation for Research and Technology-Hellas/Institute of Chemical Engineering Sciences (established by the Presidential Decree 432/1987), based on the decisions of its Board of Directors of 19.12.2015 (322/21-5) & 18.2.2017 (348/22-6) announces the opening of (1) position of the Researcher C level, in the following research field: “Materials and processes for energy applications”.

Requirements:
- PhD degree
- Published work in scientific journals (according to Laws 4310/2014 & 4386/2016)
- Excellent knowledge of the Greek language

Information regarding more specific requirements and submission of relevant documents is available only in Greek.

Contact person for information:
P. Vergi
Stadiou Str., Platani, 265 04 Patras, Greece
Tel: +30 2610 965206

Deadline for applications: May 8, 2017

The Director of FORTH/ICEHT
V. BURGANOS